SEMANTIC
MAPPING

What Is Semantic Mapping?

S

emantic Mapping (Heimlich and Pittelman 1986) is a teacherdirected study of a word or concept in relation to other related
words and ideas. The teacher begins a Semantic Mapping activity by
providing a word or concept about to be studied and students brainstorm characteristics, attributes, related words and ideas, and specific
examples of the word. The map is a graphic representation of this
thinking and discussion. Discussion is a significant aspect of a
Semantic Mapping activity (Stahl and Clark 1987). In addition, there
is a significant line of research that supports the positive impact of
Semantic Mapping in terms of students’ memory of the targeted word
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and recognition of that word in a variety of contexts (Johnson, TomsBronowski, and Pittelman 1982).

How Does It Work?

S

emantic Mapping works with any word, concept, phrase, event,
character, or theme. It begins with the teacher providing the word
that students will be exploring. In the first example shown, Christine
Landaker and the students in her middle school classroom are exploring
the Civil War prior to their reading and study. They brainstormed predicted categories they would learn about in their study: people, places,
causes/events, other related information. They then worked in groups to
come up with details they already knew prior to their reading and study.
Once this information was gathered, students drew the group
semantic map in their individual academic journals. Academic journals
Example 1
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Example 2

are individual notebooks kept by each student and used as a natural
part of each class as well as support during assessments. Teachers vary
in the sections they ask students to keep in their academic journals but
typical sections include note taking, language collection (vocabulary),
and strategies learned (how-to lessons). During their study of this event,
Christine gave students opportunities to add to their semantic maps as
they discovered additional information. The semantic map in Example 2
shows one student’s note taking using his semantic map. The map then
serves as a review and study tool as well as an organized way to highlight significant aspects of their study.

When and Why Would I Use This Strategy?

T

his activity lends itself to use at any stage in your study of a concept, event, theme, or unit of study. It provides an assessment for
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you about the background knowledge your students bring to the study
and gives students in the class an overview of critical aspects of the
study you will be doing. During your study, it becomes a place for students to take notes and organize the notes in a meaningful way.
Students might choose to redo their semantic maps once they have gathered enough information that a new map and its design might better
help them keep track of their learning. Finally, it serves as a way for you
and your students to review their knowledge base prior to any academic
writing or demonstrations of learning you might ask students to do.
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